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Four Social Media Fallacies1

1) Build it and they will come.
!e belief that if someone simply builds a community forum online, people 
will "ock to it. !is is not the way that new social media works. People need 
a reason to come. 

2) “Not invented here” syndrome.
!is is when communicators ignore the already existing forums and attempt 
to start a new community. Existing forums can be an advantage; do not 
ignore them. Participate in them. 

3) Let’s keep it small so it does not move the needle.
!is fallacy is based on smaller community e#orts that might not have the 
big-term e#ects desired. Companies will o$en shut them down without 
recognizing the e#ects they are having on smaller groups. 

4) My company is smarter than I am.
!is %nal misconception is the idea that people would rather get information 
from a company as a whole, rather than from individual workers. In fact, 
the opposite is true. People prefer the one-on-one feedback, with a more 
personal touch.1
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Social Media Strategies for the  
Restaurant Industry:
One of the key things to remember about the restaurant industry is that it 
is fundamentally a social industry. Dining out is typically a social event for 
customers; in addition to excellent food and service, customers are looking 
for an environment that is entertaining and welcoming.1  Starting and 
maintaining good relationships with customers should be a key business 
strategy for any restaurant. Strong relationships turn %st-time customers 
into repeat customers and repeat customers into loyal customers. !e 
relationships that restaurant owners develop with their customers and other 
stakeholders earn restaurants’ their reputation. A good reputation can be a 
major advantage in the highly competitive industry. 2

Social media provides unique opportunities to develop mutually bene%cial 
relationships with their constituencies. By its nature, social media is based 
on the two-way communication model, where both parties treat each other 
as equals. !e kind of two-way communications social media facilitates 
between restaurants and their customers can solidify valuable relationships 
and cultivate a better reputation for restaurants. As a result, a social 
media strategy can be a very useful tool for restaurants, but to be e#ective, 
comprehensive pre-planning is essential.3

Step 1: Audience Analysis

Before implementing a social media campaign, it is necessary to %rst identify 
the audience a campaign should reach.3 Having a speci!c audience in mind 
is an essential step to creating a social media campaign e"ectively.  Each 
audience has its own unique characteristics and by learning what those 
characteristics are, it becomes easier to %nd out how to reach them most 
e#ectively. Ignoring an audience’s unique characteristics or not targeting an 
audience speci%cally enough will result in an ine#ective campaign.3  

Anytime a restaurant launches a social media campaign, they must %rst 
decide which social media channels the customers they want to reach already 
use.3  Social media has a broad appeal, as a whole, but certain venues are 
better suited to reach speci%c demographics. Sending the right message to 
the right audience on the right social media platform is a crucial part of an 
e#ective strategy.4
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Step 2: Forming Goals
A$er conducting thorough audience analysis, the next step of developing the 
social media campaign is forming a speci%c goal.4  Before communication 
begins, restaurants owners need to decide what they want their social media 
campaign to accomplish. !e campaign must %t in with the restaurant’s 
overall business goals.4 !e more speci%c a campaign’s goals are, the easier 
it will be to evaluate the e#ectiveness of the campaign.5 Social media has 
certain characteristics that make it a highly e#ective tool for managing 
reputation and engaging with customers, which should be part of any 
business’ overall strategy.4

Managing reputation can be a di&cult task for restaurants, as a reputation is 
the result of the combined opinions of all stakeholders. Regardless of what 
constituency a campaign is targeted toward, their opinion of the restaurant 
is related to how authentic, transparent and accountable it seems.  !e 
ability to a#ect opinions on these subjects is a major strength of social 
media.4 

#ree crucial ways to better engage constituencies are:

1)    Encouraging them to participate in two-way communication
2)    Responding with immediacy
3)    Utilizing the connectedness of social media4  

Step 3: Developing Strategies

TRANSPARENCY
A crucial intermediate goal for restaurants is increasing transparency. Communication 
professionals should %nd a way to give constituencies a clear idea of what goes on in the 
kitchen, at the bar, and in the owner’s o&ce.5

IMMEDIACY
It is also extremely valuable to give constituencies the same immediacy of a face-to-
face interaction. !is capability will help communicators in times of crisis.4 !e more 
similarities there are between the kind of interactions constituencies receive at the 
restaurant and the kind they receive through social media, the more engaged they will 
feel.6

PARTICIPATION
When customers eat at a restaurant, their level of participation is high. !ey ask 
questions about the menu and are o$en willing to provide sta# with feedback. A social 
media campaign should try to continue this type of participatory interaction even 
a$er customers walk out the door. Letting constituencies know their participation is 
encouraged increases engagement and can generate customer loyalty.6

ACCOUNTABILITY
When customers eat at a restaurant, they hold the sta# accountable for the quality of 
their experience. Using social media to embrace this responsibility in the same way 
can strengthen a restaurant’s reputation.  Taking the time to respond to both negative 
and positive feedback shows constituencies that a restaurant is dedicated to serving the 
customer as best they can.4
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Blogs:

Blogs o#er a space where text-heavy communications are able to prosper. 
Personal blogs can be used to publicize a brand and show what sets them 
apart from everyone else.  Blogs are good venues for sharing common 
interests and sta#s’ passions.  Maintaining a blog can be a time-consuming 
endeavor.8  However, if restaurants have the time to maintain an interesting 
and informative blog, it can be a great way to enhance transparency and 
cultivate relationships.

Mircroblogs:

Microblogs, with Twitter at the forefront, are a class of social media platforms 
that are used for quick bursts of information. In spite of their limited 
functionality, users have found creative uses for microblogs.4  Restaurants can 
use microblogs to keep their name fresh in customer’s minds, to orchestrate 
precision marketing campaigns, and to engage with customers.9 Twitter is 
fast-paced and requires frequent moderation. If used in conjunction with a 
smart phone, Twitter can provide immediacy and connectedness.  

Step 4: Choosing a Social Medium
A$er conducting audience analysis, forming goals, and developing strategies, 
the next step is integrating everything learned into a campaign.  All of the 
pre-planning done before starting a social media campaign should make 
it easier to identify the most useful venues to utilize.3  Pre-planning also 
minimizes the risks involved in starting a social media campaign.  However, 
before making any %nal decisions regarding a social media campaign, 
communicators must familiarize themselves with various social media 
platforms and their functionalities.
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Platforms:
  Blogs 
  Microblogs 
  Customer Review Sites 
  Facebook 
  

Location-Based Social Media 
Photo Sharing Sites 
Video Sharing Sites
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Location-Based Social Media:

Location-based social media sites like Foursquare and Scvngr are great social 
marketing tools. Users can check in at participating locations, predominantly 
restaurants. Restaurants can then easily create a page and o#er special deals 
to users who check in with mobile phone apps. Most location-based sites are 
small now, but this new social media has a lot of potential-- especially for 
reaching the tech-savvy.14

Photo Sharing Sites:

Photo sharing websites, like Flickr, make it easy to upload and share 
photos. Flickr can easily be integrated with blogs and other social media 
sites so restaurants can use it as an image-hosting site as well as an online 
community.4  Flickr is a good way to give customers a feel for a restaurant 
before they even arrive. By putting up pictures of a menu, the site is a great 
way to let the food speak for itself.6

Video Sharing Sites:

Video sharing sites like Youtube and Vimeo operate in much the same way 
as photo sharing sites and are just as easy to integrate with blogs and other 
social media sites.  Setting up a Youtube channel is easy and provides a great 
venue for restaurants to let customers know about what is going on.4

Customer Review Sites: 
!ere are multiple customer review sites online, but Yelp has social media 
elements that make it a great way to interact with customers. Signing up for 
a page is free, and it is easy to update with information useful for customers. 
Yelp informs restaurant owners when users post reviews making it easy 
to track what customers are saying and respond. Yelp can also be used to 
promote special o#ers.11

Facebook:

Facebook stands out among social networking sites. Creating and managing 
personal pages is cheap and easy. !e broad functionality and popularity 
with ages 18-25 has made Facebook a favorite of businesses in a variety of 
industries.12  Facebook’s prominence in people’s everyday life makes it a great 
way for restaurants to keep up strong relationships with customers. 13 
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Step 6: Measurement
An important part of any social media campaign is evaluating its 
e#ectiveness. !ere are plenty of free services online that can provide 
communicators with both quantitative and qualitative feedback on their 
campaign.15 Web sites like Google, Facebook, Foursquare, and YouTube 
all provide users with web analytics that compile quantitative information 
about visitors that can be extremely helpful. !ere are also sites that can help 
communicators track how o$en their restaurant is mentioned like Social 
Mention, Google alerts, and Twitter search.8 Keeping track of what people 
are saying can give important insights about a reputation. Measurement also 
makes it possible to ensure that business goals are achieved.15

Step 5: Policy
In order to correctly represent a company online and empower its associates 
to conduct ethical, true conversations with stakeholders, it is essential to 
create an Online Social Media Policy. Whether an employee is speaking 
online as an individual or as the company, they must relay the standard core 
values of the company. Because social media is a vital marketing tool in 
business, all members of a corporation should experiment with it as a form 
of self-expression. However, members must use sound judgement, exhibit 
common sense, and abide by the company’s Online Social Media Policy.11

Coca-Cola’s Online 
 Social Media Policy

   o Be certi%ed in the Social Media  
     Certi%cation Program.
  o Fully disclose one’s a&liation with the  
     company.
 o Be respectful.
 o When in doubt, do not post.
 o Be conscious of mixing business life with 
    personal life.11
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B-Dubs has also recently teamed up with Smartphones to provide customers 
with a quick and easy way to tell all their friends “I am at Bu#alo Wild Wings 
right now.” As the Smartphone is connected to the B-Dubs coding, a message 
is posted onto the users Facebook page automatically, like a status update, 
where their friends can see where they are. !is application is an unobtrusive 
way to use customers as brand ambassadors, essentially providing free 
advertising.

Most recently, B-Dubs has added a new application to their social 
networking entourage that focuses on connectivity and interaction for their 
customer base. SCVNGR is a location-based rewards program application 
that challenges players to go places, do challenges, and earn points that can 
be used to redeem real-life rewards.2 Anyone who uploads the app on their 
Smartphones can complete challenges through SCVNGR and win prizes at 
participating restaurants.

 
Bu"alo Wild Wings Case Study
                                                                      
Bu#alo Wild Wings is one of the major restaurant chains in the forefront of 
the Social Media age. As soon as someone “likes” the Bu#alo Wild Wings 
page on Facebook (and as of now close to 4 million people do), they can 
get virtual invites to events the restaurants are holding, locate a store near 
them, and even chat with other consumers about the big games coming 
up.14 Bu#alo Wild Wings, most o$en referred to as B-Dubs, isn’t just using 
Facebook though.

!e company’s Twitter account is used primarily to post job opportunities 
for customers looking to make their B-Dubs experience a career. Every time 
a new position becomes available in any of the stores across the country, the 
Twitter account is updated with the position title, a brief description, and 
a location. From there, a consumer can click on the links provided and be 
directed to an application page.16 !e company %nds this to be a great use of 
the Twitter account to get the word out quickly about open positions, rather 
than uploading a new vacancy onto an under-used website career database.
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Since B-dubs is a large corporation, the majority of their social media use 
is done at the corporate level. However, at the store level, the corporation 
allows each store owner the option to use social media for speci%c individual 
franchises as well. Owners can use the social media themselves to get the 
word out or delegate the task to someone else, o$en a manager. Either way, 
the person producing content for these very public channels needs to be 
aware of rules and regulations applying to social media and its use. General 
Manager, BJ Payne, at the Harrisonburg,VA Bu#alo Wild Wings,was wary of 
the use of Facebook and other social media avenues to promote things going 
on their restaurant due to strict ABC regulations in the state of Virginia.12 

With so many little stipulations in laws, it is hard to make sure nothing is 
accidentally posted that is in violation of any of these codes, BJ explains.12
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Overall, !e Blue Nile is veering away from paper media. Not only are they 
aiming to “be green”, but it has also become too expensive to use paper 
media. Finks has booked shows for years at !e Blue Nile and has realized 
that "yers tend to fade in the background, and no one takes the time to read 
what they say. Instead of paper advertisement, Finks resorts to Facebook for 
better, more e&cient advertising. Facebook is something that is in people’s 
faces constantly; whereas, people walk by "yers one time and never think 
about them again. Unlike Facebook, "yers will not follow people home.18

 
Blue Nile Case Study
Case Study on #e Blue
!e Blue Nile, a family owned Ethiopian restaurant located in Harrisonburg, 
VA, utilizes social media to gain interest and support from its community. 
!e owners, Hamelmal Shiferaw and her husband, Engdawork Arefaine, 
came to the United States in 1982 as refugees with nothing except their talent 
in Ethiopian cuisine. !ey began their journey as restauranteurs by o#ering 
homemade Ethiopian dishes at local festivals and markets, and serve as a 
perfect example for how locally owned restaurants can use social media to 
their advantage.17

Mark Finks, booking director and entertainment manager for !e Blue 
Nile, explains how the restaurant relies on social media, such as Facebook, 
for their crowd in the basement. !e Blue Nile’s Facebook page has around 
1,500 followers and gets about 100 hits every few days. Finks spends his time 
creating di#erent messages for di#erent audiences, adding certain people to 
speci%c lists so they can be invited to the right events. Describing Facebook 
as one of the most valuable tools that he uses to get out information to the 
public, Finks states that the shows are 100% dependent on the social site. He 
admits that the few times their Facebook page has been down, the headcount 
at the show has plummeted.18
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Conclusion
In the end, experience is what is going to drive a customer’s reactions. As 
pointed out by BJ Payne from Bu#alo Wild Wings in Harrisonburg, VA, if 
the customer does not have a great experience in the restaurant location, 
they are not going to participate online, no matter what social networking 
sites you use.12 Blogs, Facebooks, and Twitters are all great ways to connect 
to constituents, but keep in mind who is being targeted. In the end, it is all 
about the connections, not how they are made.
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